
Roll Cast:  It can save a day of fly fishing 
 
By William T. Mangan  
As a (FFI) Fly Fishers International Certified Fly Casting Instructor, one of the very first 
casts I teach a student is the Roll cast.  It is a very versatile cast that quite often can 
save a day of Fly Fishing, for many reasons.    
 
Anyone who Fly Fishes has had many, if not all these situations arise while fishing.   
You’re on your favorite stretch of river, with a strong wind coming from over your back, 
making it difficult to make a good back cast.  With the Roll Cast there is no need for 
back cast, you simply roll the cast into the forward cast.   
 
Or, when Fly Fishing with big heavy subsurface flies and a sinking fly line.  How do you 
get your fly and line up through the water column to the top of the water, which is 
needed to make a back cast?  No problem, with a Roll Cast! This cast will lift the end of 
the line and fly higher to the surface.  Note:  You may need to make more than one roll 
cast to get it all up to the surface, at which time it will be easy to make the back cast.  
 
How about those times, on the bigger rivers, when a heat wave has caused the water 
temps to climb to 70 degrees and higher, or maybe they are just too crowded for your 
taste.  So you decide to head to your secret small narrow Brookie stream, with its cooler 
water temps and tight brushy banks and it’s sporadic over hanging tree branches, not 
allowing any leeway for a back cast.  No worries, you can fish those tight streams all 
day just using a Roll Cast.  Or in those spots where you find you have a little room for a 
back cast you can make a Roll Cast pickup, then make your back cast.  
 
As a guide I do not get to fish as often as would I like, because usually I’m taking others 
out to fish. One thing I do get to do a lot of, is get Clients flies unstuck!  Since I do not 
charge clients for flies, the Roll Cast has saved me money.  There are several ways to 
get a fly unstuck, and Roll Cast is a very important tool in my arsenal for retrieving stuck 
flies. In fact my record to date is 19 flies unstuck in a row. 
 
The next time you have a fly stuck on an object, gingerly pull your line back to form a D-
loop, then Roll Cast your line past the stuck fly.  More often than not, the fly will release, 
due to the loop of line being cast past the fly.  This pulls the fly in the opposite direction 
that it was stuck.  
 
For these and many other reasons it’s important to know how to make a good Roll Cast. 
 
One of the first rules of fly casting is that you can’t make a good cast until you make the 
fly move.  If you make the fly move, that means the fly line has no slack between the fly 
and the your line hand. Which means that the fly rod is now loaded, or in simple terms 
the rod is bent. When a loaded (bent) rod is pulled against a tight line, on either a 
forward or back cast, the bent fly rod has stored energy.  At the end of the cast the rod 
is stopped, causing the rod to unload (straighten), releasing that stored energy.  This 



causes the fly line to continue in the direction of the cast, forming a loop that travels 
over the rod tip. 
 
There are several things that are a must in making a good Roll Cast.  You must have 
what it is called a D-loop (See figure #1).   The D-loop is essential because you need 
some weight of line behind your rod, which helps load the rod during the cast.  It is 
nearly impossible to execute a proper Roll Cast without a good D-loop!  
 
The Roll Cast is a great way to remove slack. When you pull the line back to form a D-
loop, the slack is removed and you are now causing the fly to move.  This is important 
to remember, you must pull line back slowly when forming the D-loop.  If you pull the 
line back too fast the rod tip will wiggle and end up wrapping the line around the rod tip. 
 
Along with a D-loop you need a small portion of the front of the line to remain on the 
water.  Think of the water as glue. You need some of the line to stick on the water, 
which  also causes resistance against the rod, also helping it to load.  
 
You must not cross your line, this is called, crossing the Railroad Track.  Imagine a 
Train traveling away from you in the direction you are going to cast.  Think of the fly line 
on the water as the right train track, the left train track is where you are going to cast the 
fly line.  As a right handed caster I must always make my Roll Cast to the left of the line, 
that is on the water.  If I cast to the right of the line on the water I will tangle.  The only 
way a right handed caster can cast to the right of the line on the water, is if they make 
an off the opposite shoulder Roll Cast.   
 
The loop formed by the Roll Cast should be elliptical and narrow, usually no higher than 
head height (See figure #2).  An elliptical tight narrow loop will be more accurate, cast 
farther and be more wind resistant, than a big circular loop. 
 
The majority of the fly casting lessons I teach are at my home.  Although I do have a 
pond on my property, and I do teach a few casts on the water, most casts are easier 
taught on the grass.  This includes the Roll Cast. 
 
On the grass, to simulate the sticky effect of the water, pin the end of the fly to the 
ground. For example: You can wrap the fly and leader around a screwdriver and push 
the screwdriver into the ground.  If you do not secure the fly to the ground, the line 
sliding along the grass will not offer enough resistance, to help load the rod.  Making it 
very difficult to practice good Roll Casts.  
 
Also, practicing the Roll Cast on the grass makes it easier to remove all the slack out of 
the line before executing the cast.  You simply reach the fly rod back behind you, which 
pulls the line taut against the screwdriver, removing all the slack.  You then return the 
rod to the starting position, which will result in a sufficient D-loop formed behind the rod. 
(Fig. #1). 
 



Although, with the fly being pined down, you will not be able to make the line roll out 
completely straight, you will be able to practice making good loops.  If you are casting 
elliptical narrow, head high, or lower loops, rest assured the line would have rolled out 
nicely, had it not been pinned down.  
   
Also note: When Casting, you should always have a fly tied to the end of your 
system.  When practicing cut the hook Barb off or better yet do what I do, tie on a piece 
of Poly Yarn for a fly.  It’s all about safety!! 
 
Fly Casting Students are all individuals, and not all students learn the same way.  That’s 
why it is important, as a FFI Certified Fly Casting Instructor, to know several different 
methods of teaching a particular cast.  
There are several methods of teaching the Roll Cast. With all the methods you will end 
up getting to a starting position for the forward cast, with a good D-loop, and no slack in 
the line. 
 
The starting position is when the D-loop is formed, and the caster is at the position 
where the execution of the forward cast begins.  The starting position can vary, from the 
rod tip more vertical, or even off shoulder, to the tip out to the side.  The casters starting 
hand position can vary also. 
 
One method I use to teach the Roll Cast is as follows:  
 
Note: With this method I use the analogy of a clock face, with Midnight Position 
indicating the fly rod straight up above the casters head. As a right handed caster, when 
looking at your right hand, when you bring the rod out back behind the shoulder or 
outward away from your body, it will be at the (1;00, 2:00 etc) position.  In front of the 
shoulder would be the (11:00, 10:00 etc) position.  The clock face, for a left handed 
casters would be just the opposite. 
 
#1 - Start with your rod tip down.  Note:  Its important to start any type of cast with the 
rod tip low.  The lower your rod tip is towards the water or ground, the less slack you will 
start off with in your system.  If you start with the tip high, the belly of the line between 
the rod tip and where the line meets the water is all slack. The rod will not load when 
there is slack in the system. 
 
#2 - Tilt the rod tip outward to the side, to about the 1:00 to 2:00 position, before you 
start and as you lift the rod up and back behind your shoulder. 
 
#3 - Lift the rod SLOWLY till your rod hand is anywhere between shoulder and ear level. 
As stated earlier, if you lift the line too fast, the rod tip will wiggle, and the line will tangle 
around the rod. 
 
#4 - Starting position. Once you have your rod hand between shoulder and ear 
level,  you now check for all the following: Make sure you have a good D-loop.  Point 
your  rod hand thumb and reel in the direction of the cast, this will help with your 



accuracy. You want about a 3 Fingers width distance between your wrist and rod butt 
(handle), this is a perfect wrist to rod butt angle to start your cast. Midnight being 
straight up, make sure to re-check that your fly rod tip is pointed outward, from your 
body, to approximately 1:00 and leaning backward over your shoulder to approximately 
1:00.  With the rod tip outward to 1:00 to 2:00, you eliminate the possibility of running 
the line into your rod during the execution of the cast. If the rod is to vertical the line will 
hit the rod. Having the rod back to about the 1:00 to 2:00 position helps to create the D-
loop behind you. (See figure #1). 
 
#5 - Apply Acceleration/Power after midnight.  During the entire forward movement of 
the fly rod, keep the rod tip angled outward away from your body at approximately the 
1:00 position.  Now, from the over the back 1:00 to 2:00 position, start moving the fly rod 
forward slowly without accelerating faster, to the midnight position.  Once the rod 
tip  reaches the midnight position, without hesitation, now start applying the 
acceleration/power of the cast. When making the power phase of the cast you move the 
fly rod in a smooth consistently faster acceleration, until you reach the crisp stop point of 
the cast.  
 
Power after midnight, seems to be one of the hardest concepts for students to 
understand.  One thing to keep in mind, as with any type of cast, is that the line follows 
or mimics what the rod tip does.  With this in mind, if you start applying power before 
midnight, the fly rod tip will go in an upward direction before it starts going in a 
downward direction or trajectory.  This will then result in a larger more circular loop. 
 
The key thing to remember here is that from the start of the application of power the  rod 
tip must travel, to some degree, in downward trajectory. (See figure #2).  
   
#6 - Make a Crisp Stop of the fly rod.  The crisper the stop, the tighter and narrower the 
loop will be.  Make the rod stop approximately at the 11:00 to 10:00 position.  This will 
vary depending on the length of line your casting and loop shape you desire.  (See 
figure #2).  
 
Note: When the Rod is stopped at the 11:00 to 10:00 position, the rod tip will flex 
forward, then flex back and straighten back to the 11:00 to 10:00 position, 
respectively.  The crisper the stop, the less the rod tip travels after the stop.  Crisper the 
stop, the tighter and narrower the loop.   
 
#7 - After the rod stop, lower the rod tip to the water, at the same pace as the line is 
falling.  
 
 
 
 
 



Fig. #1.  Start Position of the Roll Cast.  Note: 1:00 to 2:00 rod position to form D-Loop, 
no slack in line, 3 finger width distance between rod butt & wrist, and thumb and reel 
pointed towards target. 
 

 
 
 
Fig. #2.  Forward Cast of the Roll Cast.  Note: Application of power after midnight, rod 
stop between 11:00 to 10:00, head high elliptical loop, screwdriver to pin down fly.  
 

 
 
 
 
The Roll Cast has saved My day of Fly Fishing many times, learn to make a good Roll 
Cast, and it will for you too!! 
 
Tight Lines!! 



 


